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By Stephen Wren 

 
The Expendables, Rambo, Scarface, John Wick 

Enough violence right there to make you feel sick 

Casino, Goodfellas, The Sopranos, Jack Reacher 

Just what do you s’posed they’re going to teach ya? 

 

Our kids with devices that dictate their day 

That influence their thoughts and they things that they say 

 

Their strange choice of heroes, reality TV 

That never inspire what we need them to be 

 

Born out of wedlock or with an absentee dad 

Never learning the benefits that old values had 

Violence and porn just a mouse-click away 

False expectations at work and at play 

 

Political correctness; the modern fascism! 

Such hypocritical drivel that causes division 

Ignorant school children with a bad attitude 

Diagnosed as bi-polar when they’re simply just rude 

 

Our countries are led by criminals and fools 

Who care not about what happens in schools 

They’re determined to divide us, pitting black against white; 

Children against parents and left against right 

 

They peddle fear to make us dependant and weak 

To kill off our drive and the futures we seek 

The prices we paid for the lives that we lead 

Are forgotten in lieu of the worship of greed.  

 

Our pioneers blazed trails and died where they fell 

And the traditions of our veterans who experienced hell 

Yet their deeds are forgotten and not taught at all 

We’re told to feel shame any time we recall 

 

The wealth of our land and our kid’s legacies 

Are being sold off like wildfire to future enemies.  

Meanwhile we’re distracted by rubbish and swill 

How long will it be ‘til we’ve all had our fill? 

 

So, there’s no need to wonder why mass shootings take place 

Just look at society - it’s right there in your face 

We collectively need to pull back from the brink 

Or else all we’ve fought for will go straight down the sink. 
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